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Adapta Consulting

We are:
– A specialist information systems consultancy
– We only work with membership organisations, charities, 

associations, trusts and others in the NfP sector
– We are completely supplier-independent
– Our consultants have held senior positions in a broad range of 

different organisations
– Our advice and guidance is based on practical experience gained 

over many years.



Programme

14.00 Arrival and welcome
Key issues affecting the sector

14.15 Summary of the sector landscape
Keith Collins, Adapta Consulting
Coffee and cake

15:00 Case studies
Ivan Wainewright, IT for Charities
A review of two CRM implementations three to eight years after the 
charities originally went live with a new CRM system. 

15:30 Round table discussion
All

16.45 Review and close



Introductions



Why do projects struggle?

• CRM systems are complex

• Design and Build is a technical 
process

• You need an experienced project 
manager

• Organisational energy

• Processes, people and technology



The CRM Landscape

Keith Collins
Adapta Consulting



3 big reasons to be very optimistic!



Some CRM systems are best at supporting 
traditional, offline methods of fundraising 
and charity administration – e.g. major 
donor fundraising, donation batching and 
thanking, Gift Aid management – but are 
more challenged when it comes to 
enabling your organisation to combine 
your offline data and processes with web, 
email marketing and social media, and 
when it comes to extending the use of the 
system for some other areas of a charity’s 
operation.

Reason 1 – the technology is better than ever
Relieving the tension between the traditional…
Whoever you are, you can now expect your technology 
– including your CRM system – to not only be capable 
of supporting traditional, offline methods of 
fundraising and charity administration – e.g. major 
donor fundraising, donation batching and thanking, 
Gift Aid management…

…and the modern
…but also to be able to integrate with digital tools such 

as email marketing, web analytics and social media –
and extend to support all the areas of your 

organisation’s operation
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Proprietary CRM products…
…are becoming more like platforms – with integrations 
with digital tools and online platforms (e.g. MailChimp, 
EventBrite, Just Giving, Stripe)

Reason 1 – the technology is better than ever

CRM platforms…
…are becoming more like traditional CRM products –
with proven functionality and capabilities to support 
key processes, administrative and financial tasks – e.g. 
batching, Direct Debits, Gift Aid



Reason 2 – the suppliers are better than ever

Exciting, innovative 
challengers 
Are bringing exciting new 
CRM solutions, disrupting the 
market and keeping the 
established providers on their 
toes!

A more mature, settled supplier 
market
Microsoft Dynamics 365 and 
Salesforce partners have grown to 
understand our sector, have built 
teams of experienced people, and 
are now delivering much more 
successful projects.



Reason 2 – the suppliers are better than ever

The pain is (nearly) over ….now there is space and time to innovate
With some projects – the challenging, and un-fun bit is finally over…and now is 
the time for the most innovative suppliers to bring their wider experience to 
bear…



Some CRM systems are best at supporting 
traditional, offline methods of fundraising 
and charity administration – e.g. major 
donor fundraising, donation batching and 
thanking, Gift Aid management – but are 
more challenged when it comes to 
enabling your organisation to combine 
your offline data and processes with web, 
email marketing and social media, and 
when it comes to extending the use of the 
system for some other areas of a charity’s 
operation.

Because of reasons 1 and 2
With better CRM solutions, and partners/suppliers to work with who understand both the traditional and the modern, and 
more people experiencing those projects, two things will happen:

1. Less CRM projects will fail
2. More CRM projects will then be able to turn quickly to improving the supporter/members/volunteer experience

Reason 3 – CRM projects will bring more value



Technology



Open Source CRM systems used within the NFP sector are often evolved from 
Content Management Systems (CMS) and due to open source licencing can be 
acquired for free. A community of users and developers contribute to patch and 
develop the core software code base. Apart from free plug-in functionality that is 
available, a number of suppliers have built paid-for plug-in solutions focussed on 
the needs of the NFP sector.

Platform CRM systems are solutions that are built upwards from a core software 
platform such as Microsoft Dynamics CRM or Salesforce, often offering only core 
contact relationship management functionality out-of-the-box. Additional 
functionality relevant to either the sector as a whole or an individual 
organisation has to be purchased or developed. Some suppliers have developed 
additional NFP relevant functionality available to purchase.

Product CRM systems are package solutions, often with core functionality 
relevant to many not-for-profit organisations (such as Gift Aid processing). 
Options are often switched on or off dependant on requirements of the 
organisation and/or software licencing options purchased. Additional modules 
and bespoke development are often available at additional cost.

The building blocks of CRM
Do you need something pre-built, that you can move straight into, or 
would you like an architect to design your dream (CRM) home? 

Technology



Where do they come from?
One way of viewing the not-for-profit marketplace is understanding 
where the different providers and systems are coming from…

Are they coming from ‘Planet Product’, ‘Planet Salesforce’, ‘Planet 
Microsoft’, or even ‘Planet Opensource’?

Technology



Technology
Planet 

Product

Planet 
Microsoft

Planet 
Salesforce

Planet 
Open 

Source

Brave new worlds for you to explore!

*This is just a brief cross-section of the suppliers and systems available for not-for-profit 
organisations. Read our latest white papers for a more detailed analysis of the various options 
across all the suppliers in the sector at www.adaptaconsulting.co.uk/adapta-publications



Technology

Where are you going?
Another way of looking at the technology, is to 
understand where these systems and providers might be 
able to take your organisation – towards success with 
perhaps membership, fundraising, grants, case 
management…or even a bit of everything!

Fundraising

Membership

Grant Management Case ManagementA bit of everything!



One more reason for optimism

Dynamics 365 Nonprofit Accelerator, from 
Microsoft Tech for Social Impact 

Salesforce Non Profit Success Pack



Requirement What they needed What the 
supplier platform 
could 
theoretically do

What the 
supplier had 
experience of

What they 
checked during 
the procurement 
process

Contact and organisation relationship 
management

√ √ √ √

Membership management √ √

Direct Debits √ √

Segmented individual direct 
fundraising

√ √

Volunteer management √ √

Batch donation processing √ √

Gift Aid √ √

Events management √ √ √ √

Integrated email marketing √ √ √ √

Integration with online giving 
platforms

√ √ √ √

A cautionary tale..
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Lessons learned

Don’t forget the boring stuff
Just because a platform or supplier can do 
the modern stuff, don’t assume that means 
they can do the old, boring, but important 
stuff. That stuff is a steeper learning curve, 
and much harder to deliver.

Check with your architect
Check – before they do anything – how your 
partner is going to build the solution – and 
make sure it complies with best practice 
approaches

With platforms, the partner is everything
Check them out thoroughly, across every 
aspect, before you decide who to go with. In 
this case, the partner was capable…just not in 
the areas relevant to this charity

‘Cheap’ does not equal ‘Good’
There’s one simple answer to the question “How much does a new 
CRM system cost?” That answer is “More than you expect”. There are 
many things to factor in to this investment – licenses, data migration, 
training, integration – the list is not exactly endless, but it is quite long!



Reviewing CRM 
Implementations Years Later

BREAST CANCER CARE
WATERAID IVAN WAINEWRIGHT



Breast Cancer Care: Go-Live 2011

Fundraising

Services

Volunteers



Project Approach

➢ Successful:
➢ Hybrid Waterfall/Iterative
➢ Data Migration
➢ Project Board

➢ Unsuccessful:
➢ Under-Resourced
➢ De-Budgeted
➢ Some spreadsheets still 

being used at go-live

➢ De-scoped
➢ Some of Integration
➢ Helpdesk



Development

Configuration vs Customisation



Integration

➢ i.e. “Bulk data loads/imports”

➢ Not Blackbaud CRM’s strongest     
functionality

➢ De-budgeted

➢ Used Workarounds



Where are we  now?

➢ Highly successful for Services 

➢ But not all teams using it as they could be
➢ Helpdesk still stand-alone

➢ Better resourcing (if not perfect) but - took a long time to 
address

➢ Data Integration…

➢ Data Selections 

➢ Still using it, and with recent Breast Cancer Now merger, it will be 
the new charity’s CRM
➢ Opportunity to revisit some of the issues – including full process 

review



WaterAid: Go-Live 2016

Fundraising System

+

Integration Hub

+

Data Warehouse



Project Approach / Resourcing

Ivan Wainewright -
Solution Manager

(Programme 
Manager)

Trainer

Adrian Smith – Data 
Migration (& 

System Admin)

Test Manager

Graham Marsh – 
Data Warehouse 

Lead

Business Analyst
(p/t)

Report Writer

Steering Committee Attended by Simon Capper & 
Ivan Wainewright

Project Effra Team Structure 
v1.2

Simon Capper – 
“Senior User Rep”

In-house Developer
(NB: These roles 
will be brought on 
during the project)

Charlotte Winter
(CRM Operations – 
Financial Process 

Lead)



Development

➢ Key Concepts:
➢ Configuration before Customisation
➢ Adoption vs Perfection
➢ “Not going to create Raiser’s Edge 2.0”

➢ Direct Debits
➢ Claims very successful: lots of testing and preparation
➢ But remember BACS file processing & Processing Time/Write-backs

➢ Partner Call Guides



Data Migration



Integration

Don’t Under-estimate 

the challenge of data 

integration



Where are we  now?

➢ Took 12-18 months after go-
live before really achieved 
benefits
➢ Initial pain with 

implementation partner

➢ Still on-premise with 
Dynamics CRM 2015

➢ Data Selections

➢ Use of CRM, Data Warehouse 
and PowerBI now reaping 
benefits

➢ Direct Debits continuity

➢ Integration very successful
➢ (SSIS right for WaterAid 

but…)

➢ Data Migration approach 
proven correct



Questions?



Thank You

ivan@itforcharities.co.uk



Discussion and feedback



Review and close


